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To understand how indulgence can fit into a healthy, balanced lifestyle
To learn tools to help when eating out
To learn more about alcohol 

Aims

 

Look at online menus prior to going out.
If a menu isn't available, contact them and ask if they can
provide one. Don't worry about asking about their menu -
lots of people will be asking due to allergy concerns.
Choose your meal now to prevent a 'slip up' when you're out.
Choose a 'light' option if it's available. 

Plan Ahead

Planning for Healthy
Indulgence

Eating out doesn't have to a guilty occasion.
Although these meals are often higher in calories, these
foods still have a space in your lifestyle.
Indulgence is a part of a healthy, balanced lifestyle. 
Think how boring life would be without your favourite foods!

Remember...

Don't starve yourself all day - you still need to eat.
Eat balanced meals to keep you energised and full
throughout the day.
Focus on fibre and protein to prevent you getting to hungry
when you're out, which could lead to overindulging.
Remember to be sensible with your food choices. Perhaps
don't have your 'treat' at your usual time and instead enjoy
your meal when you're out. 

Don't Forget To Eat Normally 

Switch from three courses to two.
Which would you prefer, a starter or dessert?
You'll likely be full after one of two courses anyway. Make
sure you listen to your body. 

Two or Three Courses?
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Alcohol
UK drinking habits are always in the headlines with most UK adults drinking more than is
healthy. It’s the frequency and quantity of your alcohol intake you need to think about. 

You need at least 2-3 days alcohol free days each week to be healthy, and any more than 3
units in a day is technically considered an alcohol “binge”.

Excessive and long term heavy drinking is bad news for your health. It’s linked to a wide range
of illnesses such as mouth, pharyngeal and esophageal cancers, an increased risk to
colorectal and breast cancer, high blood pressure, gastrointestinal problems such as ulcers
and liver disease.  

The risk of breast cancer by drinking too much far outweighs any breast cancer risk from
taking HRT.  

The current recommendation stands at 14 units per week for adults

A UK unit of alcohol is 10 ml or 8 grams of pure alcohol.  The strength and the volume of the
alcoholic drink determine the amount of units.  The unit system was devised over 20 years
ago and since then the strength and the variety of alcoholic beverages have changed.  A glass
of wine is not always one unit, nor is a pint of lager always two.  Here is an easy and recent
guide to some alcohol units:

Order water for the table as soon as you sit down. If water’s there, you're more likely to
drink it. Sometimes we don't realise we're thirsty, rather than hungry. It might also help
stop temptations of ordering calorific drinks. 

Keep Hydrated with Water

Standard glass

of wine

(175ml) 2 units
 

Large glass of

wine (250ml) 

 3 units
 

Pint of

standard lager

2.3 units
 

Pint of

premium lager

2.8 units
 

Pint of strong

cider 

4.7 units
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Ask if the restaurant can change
your meal slightly to fit the balanced
plate model.
Ask if they offer any vegetable side
dishes.
Request that any sauces are served
on the side. This allows you to
control how much you use.
You could ask for some foods to be
removed. For example, you could
request that the streaky bacon is
removed from a burger. 
Many restaurants are used to
requests due to allergies, so don't
worry about asking questions!
Often, local small restaurants are
good at taking requests. 

Customise Your Plate

Having a basket of bread (or crackers, etc.) will lead to unconscious eating and might spoil
your meal.
You want to fill up on the meal you choose, not free complimentary foods!
Remember, if you're still hungry after your meal, you're allowed to eat. 

Don't Order Bread for The Table 

Don't order too much. Order enough for one meal only. 
If you want multiple dishes, why not share with friends?
Limit your use of condiments - these can often be high in energy, fat, sugar and salt.
Remember to build a balanced plate. 

Takeaways
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Serve your meal with a portion of vegetables, such as mushy peas, garden peas or baked
beans.
Taste the food before you add any salt.
Choose a small or kids size portion.
Perhaps, don't eat all of the batter, which has absorbed lots of oil.
Switches sausages and pies for fish. 

Soups
Steamed dumplings, vegetables or fish
Plain boiled rice
Chicken chop suey
Szechuan prawns

Shish kebab
Salad sides rather than chips
Grilled chicken breast burger 

Tomato-based sauces
Dry curry
Plain rice
Chapatti
Lentil dhal
Vegetable side dishes

Clear soup, such as tom yum
Vegetable sides
Steamed seafood dishes

Tomato-based dishes
Salad side dishes 
Small, thin based pizzas

Make Smart Choices When Eating Out
Fish and Chips

Chinese Food
Opt for:

Kebab and Burgers
Opt for:

Indian Food
Opt for:

Thai Food
Opt for:

Italian Food 
Opt for:

Deep fried foods, such as prawn crackers,
spring rolls, crispy beef, crispy seaweed,
etc.
Battered foods, such as chicken balls
Prawn toast, spareribs, etc. 

Avoid/limit: 

Doner kebabs
Cheese, bacon and condiments
Breaded or battered foods
Sizing up your meal 

Avoid/limit: 

Creamy sauces
Fried foods, such as onion bhajis and
pakoras
Naan bread
Pilau rice 

Avoid/limit: 

Deep fried foods, such as prawn crackers,
fishcakes and spring rolls
Extra sauces, such as satay sauce 

Avoid/limit: 

Large, deep-pan and stuffed-crust pizza
Creamy pasta sauces
Garlic bread

Avoid/limit: 
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Lean meat, poultry and fish
Beans
Tomato salsa
Salads
Plain rice

Mexican Food
Opt for:

Refried beans
Cheese
Tortilla chips/nachos
Sour cream
Deep fried foods, such as chimichangas

Avoid/limit: 

One meal won't stop the benefits of consistent lifestyle changes.

Write some tips that you'll use when eating out 
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Exercising
When

Things Are
Stacked

Against You
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Holidays
As much as I love lying in the sun, reading my book, or taking
the occasional dip in the sea on holiday, I also love exercising
and try to run every morning. I find it’s a fantastic way to
explore as well as clearing my head. Sometimes my family will
moan saying, ‘You’re on holiday, take a break!’ but they also
know I’m a far nicer person to be around once I’ve done my run.
Running or walking first thing in the morning – so it doesn’t
interrupt family time - gives me headspace as well as a great
night’s sleep later in the day. 

Being less rigid with what ‘counts’ as a workout is the first step
to stop seeing exercise as a chore and start enjoying being
active on holiday. Exploring a city by foot is an easy decision if
you like walking or running. I love the fact that I have more time
to prioritise long walks or runs without worrying that I must get
back for work or home commitments.

Of course, there’s a lot to be said for taking a break from
allowing yourself time to unwind. But try to move in the way
you enjoy. Tuning in to what your body wants is key and please
– try to avoid getting caught in that toxic circle where you vastly
increase the number of workouts you do before holiday, then
do nothing when you’re away, feel guilty, and overcompensate
again when you’re home. It’s a fast track to injury and turning
you off movement for life!

Exercising When Things
Are Stacked Against You 

You already know exercise can help reduce your menopause symptoms and even lead to a
healthier, longer life, so what can you do to ensure you stay committed when things are tough
– and reap the benefits at those times when, chances are, you need them the most? 

Here, we look at the most common barriers to exercise and discuss practical steps to
overcome them. Maybe you have your own suggestions – and if so, please share them on the
Facebook group. 
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Work Trips
Rather than struggling to replicate your current exercise programme, or fit workouts into a
long day that might include late-night socialising, it’s better to establish a new routine for
those times you’re away on business trips. This might entail doing exercises you don’t usually
do or adapting to your surroundings.

This why Harley Street At Home’s online classes are perfect. At Harley Street At Home, we
have all kinds of workout classes — from yoga to breathwork to strength – for all levels which
you can access and follow along in your own time. Not got time for a whole class? There are
even some bite size ideas that take a couple of minutes to complete. 

Why not check out some of our resistance band workouts? Resistance bands are easily
portable, can easily be thrown in your luggage and come in assorted colours for different
intensity levels. If you log on you can find Caroline’s tips on which to choose for the level
you’re starting at.

When Work Is Stressful 
Work can be a big obstacle to keeping fit but there are lots of ways to stay physically active
throughout the working day. If possible, walk or ride a bicycle to work a few days a week. Or
try interval-walking to the station, alternate very brisk walking/moderate-pace. Start slow, with
15 seconds on/15 seconds of recovery, gradually increasing the time of your faster intervals.
Opt for a standing desk. Instead of sitting and walk around your office while talking on the
phone. Take the stairs rather than the lift. During lunch, why not go for a walk? This will not
only give you a workout, but it can also help clear your mind, reducing stress. After work, get
off the bus or tram further from home and walk the remaining distance or go for a walk or
run before getting in the car… you know the sort of things I’m talking about!  
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Family Commitments Taking Priority
Personally, I think it's so important to be fit and healthy when you're a parent or grandparent,
not only because it’s a physically demanding job, but also because it’s important for your self-
esteem – not to forget setting a positive example for those around you. However, exercise
takes time... something I can guarantee you'll have a lot less of! So, you may have to get
creative about how you can fit training in around family commitments.

Explain to your family why getting fitter is important for you – and ask for their help in
supporting you. Work to ensure that your partner has as much time for themselves as you do
to exercise – this can really help the other partner to feel less put upon. A single parent or
carer? Consider paying for childcare if you can. Your health is so important. Choose your
moments. Avoid busy times in the family day: i.e., mealtimes, bedtime etc... So, either get up
early and create time to move at the start of the day (I prefer this) or exercise later in the
evening. Become more efficient at exercising, too. Go for a walk or run walk whenever you
have a free window or look for shorter routines that still allow you to give yourself a total
body workout. There are lots of time-efficient options on the website. Do exercise that
requires little - or no – kit. Our classes use exercises that you can perform in confined spaces
at a moment's notice. 

If you can, make moving more a family activity as this will not only enable you to exercise
during 'normal' hours but also to set a brilliant example for your children. Importantly, it gives
your partner the ideal opportunity to have time to themselves if they wish. 

Not Feeling Great
Many women lose their motivation or feel too tired to exercise as the menopause often
coincides with other changes in life such as increased career responsibilities, ageing parents,
young grandchildren, teenage tantrums, or empty nest syndrome. 

Women in Sport’s recent report found that “Menopausal symptoms, low exercise self-efficacy
and physical activity knowledge, social stigma and lack of social support are significant
barriers to participation.”
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This causes almost a third of women drop off from physical activity at a time when they need
it most. The things women fear are feeling embarrassed, that they may be the only one who
can’t do it, that they might look silly, have a hot flush, or accidentally leak when they leap
about.

However, we also know that physical activity can help women manage and cope better with
their symptoms. So, what can we do to help you manage these barriers? 
Think about you feel on a day-to-day basis… with all our Harley Street At Home classes you
have the option to reduce intensity without feeling embarrassed. Talking of embarrassment,
the nature of the classes mean you can always disappear off if you need to without anyone
noticing. And if leaking is an issue, our instructors are incredibly happy to discuss your pelvic
floor and produce alternative exercises that may suit you better. For some disciplines such as
Pilates, your pelvic floor is an integral part of the workouts, but that said, we encourage you to
do your exercises daily and seek help from your doctor if you are suffering with bladder
incontinence. It can take women an average of seven years to seek help; don’t suffer in
silence! 

At Harley Street At Home, we try to create a welcoming atmosphere that encourages social
support. The benefits that go along with feeling part of a cohesive, friendly group go way
beyond the obvious advantages to keeping fit – and you’ll remember how you felt after a
great class far more than how many calories your smartwatch showed that you burned.

The Bottom Line
Incorporating just a few changes into your daily routine will do wonders. The main thing is to
take steps to get moving now.

Think about the 80/20 rule: it’s what you do over the long term that really makes an impact.
So, if you’ve lots on, or are away on holiday, try to be a little kinder to yourself, and then get
back your routine as soon as you can.

What are your biggest barriers to exercise? 

What steps have you taken to overcome them?

Do you intend to try some of the tips above? Which ones?

Answer the following
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